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INTRODUCTION 

Asserting purported violations of the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), 42 

U.S.C. § 4321, et seq., and the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C. § 500, et seq., 

Plaintiffs ask this Court to vacate the Bureau of Land Management’s (“BLM”) decision to cancel 

the withdrawal application.  However, Plaintiffs lack standing to bring this claim because the 

cancellation decision is not a final agency action; it is a discretionary decision that is not subject 

to judicial review.   

Even if Plaintiffs could establish standing, Plaintiffs’ arguments fail on the merits.  Under 

the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (“FLPMA”), withdrawal or extension 

applications and proposals “shall be amended promptly to cancel the application or proposal, in 

whole or in part, with respect to any lands which the applicant, in the case of applications, or the 

office, in the case of proposals, determines are no longer needed in connection with a requested 

or proposed action.”  43 C.F.R. § 2310.1-4(a).  Consistent with BLM’s multiple-use land 

management obligations and the proposed withdrawal’s significant socioeconomic impacts and 

marginal conservation benefit, BLM reasonably (and, entirely within its discretion) cancelled the 

proposed withdrawal – as the lands are not needed in connection with Greater Sage Grouse 

(“GSG”) conservation.  

ARGUMENT 

A. Plaintiffs Have Not Challenged a Final Agency Action as Required by the 
APA. 

Plaintiffs allege that BLM’s cancellation of the withdrawal application constitutes a final 

agency action because it marked the “the consummation of the decisionmaking process as to the 

proposed withdraw” and has legal consequences.  Pls.’ Combined Resp./Reply Br. on Cross-

Mots. for Partial Summ. J. (Phase One) 8-9, ECF No. 245 (“Pls.’ Reply”).   
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An action marks the consummation of an agency’s decision-making process if it 

constitutes the agency’s “last word on the matter.” Or. Nat. Desert Ass’n v. U.S. Forest Serv., 

465 F.3d 977, 984 (9th Cir. 2006).  In the NEPA context, the action must be the agency’s “last 

word on the project’s environmental impact” as a whole.  Friedman Bros. Inv. Co. v. Lewis, 676 

F.2d 1317, 1319 (9th Cir. 1982).  The issuance of a final EIS or a ROD constitutes final agency 

action.  Sierra Club v. Slater, 120 F.3d 623, 631 (6th Cir. 1997) (citing Or. Nat. Res. Council v. 

Harrell, 52 F.3d 1499, 1504 (9th Cir. 1995)).  “In contrast, preliminary decisions, even 

seemingly final ones, prior to the issuance of a final environmental document are insufficient.” 

Cent. Delta Water Agency v. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., 653 F. Supp. 2d 1066, 1091 (E.D. Cal. 

2009) (challenge to a proposed action was not ripe); Earth Island Institute v. Morse, 2009 WL 

2423478, *9 (E.D. Cal. 2009) (Regional Forester’s letter directing forest supervisors to ensure 

forest density does not exceed “an upper limit” not final agency action because it gives 

supervisor complete discretion to decide what upper limit to use); All. for the Wild Rockies v. 

Reilly, 154 F. App’x 7, 8 (9th Cir. 2005) (“Since the Record of Decision authorizing the Post 

Fire Project has been permanently withdrawn, there is no final decision to review.”); Willow 

Creek Ecology v. U.S. Forest Serv., 225 F. Supp. 2d 1312, 1318-19 (D. Utah 2002) (challenge to 

authorization of timber sale on National Forest land as to timber not yet harvested, was moot in 

light of authorization’s withdrawal, since there was no longer final agency action subject to 

judicial review).  Here, the cancellation determination was a discretionary decision to rescind a 

proposal BLM had put forward.  It was not BLM’s final word on the issue of mineral 

withdrawals of GSG habitat as BLM is free to propose the withdrawal of all or some portion of 

the Sage-Grouse Focal Areas (“SFAs”) again at any time.   
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Plaintiffs have also failed to show that the cancellation decision determined any rights or 

obligations, or otherwise had legal consequences.  See Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 178  

(1997) (holding that issuance of a biological opinion and Incidental Take Statement was final 

action because it altered the legal regime for the action agency by authorizing take of endangered 

species in a manner that was not previously permitted); Hecla Min. Co. v. E.P.A., 12 F.3d 164, 

165–66 (9th Cir. 1993) (holding that EPA action initiating permitting proceedings was not final 

agency action). 

In Hecla, the Ninth Circuit found that EPA’s decision under the Clean Water Act 

(“CWA”) to include certain rivers on a list of a state’s navigable waters not expected to meet 

water quality standards was not a final agency action.  Id. at 165. The listing decision “does not 

have the status of law or a direct and immediate effect on the day to day business of the 

complaining party.”  Id. at 165–66.  Rather, the final agency action that would require action on 

the part of the plaintiff was the issuance of a CWA permit.  Id. at 166. The listing decision was 

just a preliminary step in the permitting process.  Id. 

Likewise, the issuance of a notice of intent to prepare an EIS or the decision to cancel a 

withdrawal proposal does not affect Plaintiffs’ daily operations or require them to do, or refrain 

from doing, anything.  In this way, this case is more like National Parks Conservation Ass’n v. 

Norton, 324 F.3d 1229, 1238 (11th Cir. 2003), where the Eleventh Circuit held that the National 

Park Service had not undertaken final agency action under the APA in evaluating various options 

for the management of Biscayne National Park, because it had “done nothing beyond 

establishing a committee to review alternatives[,] ... formulating management options and 

submitting those plans for public comment.”  Id.  As a result, “no rights or obligations have been 
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fixed by its behavior, nor has it taken (or refused to take) action so as to impose any legal 

consequence on any party.” Id.  

 Although Plaintiffs frame their claim as challenging BLM’s cancellation decision, 

Plaintiffs are really asking the Court to compel BLM to take an action, a massive mineral 

withdrawal, that it is not required to take.  See Norton v. S. Utah Wilderness All., 542 U.S. 55, 64 

(2004) (A failure to act claim is only reviewable where a plaintiff asserts that an agency failed to 

take a discrete agency action that it is required to take.).  This Court cannot compel BLM to 

make a mineral withdrawal proposal nor the Secretary to approve such a proposal.  Indeed, 

Plaintiffs’ acknowledge that the law places “essentially no constraints on the Secretary’s 

discretion to approve or reject a withdrawal proposal.”  Pls.’ Reply 15.    

Moreover, the fact that a decision to withdraw land under FLPMA is reviewable does not 

somehow make the agency’s decision to cancel a proposed withdrawal reviewable as Plaintiffs 

claim.  Pls.’ Reply 14-15.  FLPMA and its implementing regulations establish numerous legal 

standards for withdrawals.  For example, withdrawals  are only allowed “where appropriate” 

under the regulations, 43 C.F.R. § 2300.0-1(a), and the regulations set forth specific procedural 

requirements, 43 C.F.R. Part 2310.  Those requirements include publication and public meetings, 

id. § 2310.3-1, and scientific studies of the proposed withdrawal area, including studies on land 

use, water use, environmental assessments or impact statements, cultural resources, wilderness 

uses, mineral resources, biological assessments, and economic impacts, id. § 2310.3-2.  The 

regulations also specify the agency’s obligations in regard to the size and duration of 

withdrawals.  Id. § 2310.3-4.  By contrast, FLPMA’s implementing regulations instruct that 

“[w]ithdrawal or extension applications and proposals shall be amended promptly to cancel the 

application or proposal, in whole or in part, with respect to any lands which the applicant, in the 
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case of applications, or the office, in the case of proposals, determines are no longer needed in 

connection with a requested or proposed action.” 43 C.F.R. § 2310.1-4 (emphasis added).   

Finally, Plaintiffs contend, without any support, that 43 C.F.R. § 2310.1-4 provides a 

standard for reviewing the Secretary’s cancellation decision.  Pls.’ Reply 13.  Contrary to 

Plaintiffs’ assertions, 43 C.F.R. § 2310.1-4 has no application to an applicant’s decision that 

lands are “no longer needed,” but only requires the application to be cancelled if that 

determination is reached.   

B. NEPA Does Not Require BLM to Prepare a Final EIS Following 
Cancellation of the Federal Action Being Evaluated.  

Plaintiffs contend that because a draft EIS was distributed for comment, BLM was 

required to issue a final EIS regardless of its cancellation of the proposal that was the subject of 

the draft EIS.  Pls.’ Reply 12–13.  Plaintiffs cannot point to a single case that required an agency 

to complete a final EIS following the cancellation of the proposed action.  Indeed, there is no 

requirement under NEPA for BLM to complete a final EIS for a proposal for federal action that 

no longer exists and courts have noted the absence of such a requirement.  See, e.g., Louie v. 

Dickson, 964 F.3d 50, 56 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (“Accordingly, the FAA no longer needs nor intends 

to prepare a commercial service EA, as no application for an Operating Certificate remains 

pending.”); West v. Horner, 810 F.Supp.2d 228, 234-35 (D.D.C. 2011) (claims challenging a 

highway project the Federal Highway Administration approved by categorical exclusion were 

moot because the project applicant withdrew its proposal to construct the project).  Rather, 

NEPA provides that an EIS must be prepared and included “ in every recommendation or report 

on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the 

environment.” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C).  As the Supreme Court noted in Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 
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U.S. 390 (1974), when there is no proposed legislation, a party can successfully urge preparation 

of an EIS only if there is “a proposal for major federal action.” Id. at 399.  

Once BLM terminated the withdrawal there was no reason for it to prepare a final EIS.  

The decision to terminate the withdrawal does not change the status quo and thus does not 

require NEPA documentation. Upper Snake River Chapter of Trout Unlimited v. Hodel, 921 F.2d 

232, 235 (9th Cir. 1990); Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. Salazar, 706 F.3d 1085, 1095 (9th Cir. 

2013) (holding that an EIS was not required for the resumption of mining at a uranium mine, 

“after a seventeen-year hiatus, under a plan of operations that BLM approved in 1988”).   

BLM’s determination that the lands were no longer necessary and to terminate the 

withdrawal were entirely within its discretion and based on the substantial evidence and 

information before it.  See All Indian Pueblo Council v. United States, 975 F.2d 1437, 1443 (10th 

Cir. 1992) (“Assistant Secretary had discretion to grant or deny the plaintiffs’ request that the 

FEIS be withdrawn.”).  Consistent with BLM’s handbook and past practices, BLM completed 

the administrative record by documenting the reasons for terminating the EIS process (SFA 

16959 (Administrative Final EIS)), and published “a notice in the Federal Register stating that 

[it] [was] terminating EIS process short of completion.”  BLM NEPA Handbook § 9.8; see also 

id. § 9.4 (“Following public review of the draft EIS, the lead agency prepares a final EIS (unless 

a decision is made to terminate the EIS).”).  No further process was required.   

C. The Cancellation of the Withdrawal Proposal Was Not A Change in Official 
Policy. 

BLM’s decision to cancel its withdrawal is not a change in official agency policy but 

instead a determination, as FLPMA contemplates, that the lands are no longer necessary based 

on information that was not available at the time of BLM’s decision to propose the withdrawal 

but was gathered in compliance with the FLPMA withdrawal process.   
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Invoking the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Organized Village of Kake v. U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, 795 F.3d 956 (9th Cir. 2015), Plaintiffs accuse BLM of an unjustified about-face in 

its factual assessment.  Plaintiffs argue that BLM’s policy was that the proposed withdrawal was 

needed for sage-grouse conservation, and the cancellation of its application for the withdrawal 

was a shift in policy that requires a detailed explanation.  Pls.’ Reply 18-19.   

This argument inaccurately asserts that the Department of the Interior changed its official 

policy position between the 2015 Plan Amendments and the 2017 cancellation of the withdrawal 

application. A withdrawal was never—and legally could not have been—the official policy of 

the Department.  The 2015 Plan Amendments recommended only that BLM propose that the 

Secretary consider a withdrawal, subject to additional analysis.  The Secretary—the only office 

with legal authority to make a withdrawal, 43 U.S.C. § 1714(a)— never made a decision to 

withdraw the proposed lands from location and entry under the Mining Law.  See Bennett Hills 

Grazing Ass’n v. United States, 600 F.2d 1308, 1309 (9th Cir. 1979) (ruling that a draft EIS was 

not yet subject to judicial review because it was not yet an agency decision); Wild Wilderness v. 

Allen, 871 F.3d 719, 727 (9th Cir. 2017) (“There was no agency decision to reverse, as a draft 

EIS is not an agency decision at all.”). 

At issue in Kake was a 2001 agency decision to promulgate a “roadless rule,” limiting 

road construction and timber harvesting in national forests, and to apply it to the Tongass 

National Forest. 795 F.3d at 959.  Two years after it made this decision, the agency, relying on 

the identical factual record compiled in 2001, reversed course, finding that the application of the 

roadless rule to the Tongass National Forest was unnecessary.  Id.  The Ninth Circuit concluded 

that the agency had not provided a good reason to disregard the factual findings that governed its 

prior decision.  Id. at 968.  Here, by contrast, BLM has not made any contradictory 
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determinations based on the same factual findings.  While BLM proposed the withdrawal in 

2015, it did not reach a decision approving the withdrawal at that time nor did it have the 

relevant facts yet to consider whether a withdrawal was appropriate given the lack of any mineral 

potential report in 2015 and the mapping errors included in the SFAs, as identified by the State 

of Nevada.  See Intervenor-Defs.’ Mem. in Supp. of Defs.’ Cross Mot. for Partial Summ. J. 11-

12, ECF 242.  Rather, BLM began the process of gathering and reviewing impacts of the 

proposed withdrawal and awaiting USGS’s completion of the mineral potential report.  Based on 

the facts as outlined in the draft EIS, including the information not previously available, such as 

the mineral potential report and the State of Nevada’s conclusion that the SFAs did not identify 

the “best of the best” habitat in Nevada, BLM decided to cancel its withdrawal application.   

Under these facts, BLM’s decision to cancel its withdrawal application is an example of 

an agency’s “evolving analysis” that is “not a change in a published regulation or official 

policy.”  Sierra Club v. BLM, 786 F.3d 1219, 1226 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that BLM’s evolving 

view on whether the ESA’s consultation requirement applied to a particular project was not 

“agency change” requiring detailed explanation); Wild Wilderness v. Allen, 871 F.3d 719, 726–

27 (9th Cir. 2017) (holding the Forest Service was not required to explain its decision to prepare 

an environmental assessment instead of a final EIS following preparation of a draft EIS).  BLM’s 

determination that the lands were no longer necessary and decision to terminate the withdrawal 

were entirely within its discretion and based on the substantial evidence and information before it 

which, unlike the Kake case Plaintiffs relied upon, included new facts and information not 

available in 2015.   

D. BLM Appropriately Cancelled Its Withdrawal Application.   

Even if the Court were to consider BLM’s decision to cancel the proposed withdrawal to 

be a change in official agency policy, BLM provided an adequate explanation based on 
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substantial evidence and information before it including new information that was not available 

to it in 2015 such as the mineral potential report and the State of Nevada’s identification of 

higher quality habitat than those identified in the SFAs in Nevada.   

FLPMA requires BLM to manage public lands for multiple use in a manner that 

recognizes the nation’s need for domestic minerals.  43 U.S.C. § 1701(a)(12).  Consistent with 

BLM’s multiple-use land management obligations and information contained in the draft EIS 

and obtained following its publication, BLM determined a “withdrawal is unjustified and 

unnecessary.”  RANGEWIDE 13.  BLM explained that the proposed withdrawal of 10 million 

acres “to prevent approximately 9000 acres of disturbance, is not the best use of” the Secretary’s 

withdrawal authority, given (1) the minimal footprint of mineral exploration and mining 

activities in the SFA proposed for mineral withdrawal, (2) the sufficiency of existing protections 

of SFA habitat absent the mineral withdraw, and (3) the withdrawal’s devastating socioeconomic 

impacts in the SFA states.  RANGEWIDE 13-15.  Contrary to Plaintiffs’ claims, the data and 

information available to the BLM at the time of its decision to cancel the mineral withdrawal (as 

detailed in both the draft EIS and the information received in response to the draft EIS) support 

this decision.   

1. Locatable Mining Impacts under the No Action Alternative Are 
Minimal as Compared to the Proposed Action.   

Plaintiffs contend that BLM’s explanation that the withdrawal was unnecessary given the 

minimal mining disturbance was “an unexplained conflicting finding,” relying on cursory 

statements in the 2015 Notice of Proposed Withdrawal regarding the purpose of the proposed 

withdrawal.  Pls. Reply 19.  However, that Notice acknowledged that BLM had not reached a  

decision regarding the proposed withdrawal.  80 Fed. Reg. 57635, 57637 (Sept. 24, 2015) 

(referring to “evaluating” the “proposed withdrawal” and noting that “[a]ll comments received 
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will be considered before any final action is taken on the proposed withdrawal,” and the public 

scoping process was needed “to determine relevant issues that will influence the scope of the 

environmental analysis”).  Indeed, the Notice of Proposed Withdrawal contradicts Plaintiffs’ 

claim that the agency had an official policy that the withdrawal was necessary as it makes clear 

that the proposal was just that – one option for consideration subject to and based on additional 

required information, such as the mineral potential report.   

The information, including new facts from the mineral potential report and the State of 

Nevada’s identification of 200,000 acres of higher quality habitat than the identified SFAs in 

Nevada, considered by BLM in the draft EIS fully supports the decision to cancel the withdrawal 

application.  Under the No Action alternative, the reasonably foreseeable acreage disturbance 

associated with mining activities is estimated to be less than 0.1% of the total withdrawn area. 

RANGEWIDE 640.  The draft EIS notes that these disturbance areas are actually even smaller 

than what the data reflects due to the BLM’s use of average disturbance areas rather than median 

areas, acknowledging that “the overall estimate of disturbance is skewed upwards…” as a result. 

Id. at 431.  BLM further qualifies the minute disturbance attributed to mining activity, stating 

that “the mitigation of potential effects from exploration or development would continue under 

the applicable surface mining agency regulations.” Id. at 359. 

Furthermore, the draft EIS correctly points out that, “it is important to note that no 

particular future mineral development projects are being proposed or evaluated here. In any 

instance where a particular mining or exploration project is proposed, any evaluation required 

under NEPA, Section 7 of the ESA, or any other applicable authority, would take place as part of 

that evaluation.” Id. at 747.  The withdrawal of 10 million acres is completely inappropriate in 
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light of the limited extent of mineral activities co-located in GSG habitat within the planning 

area. 

After reviewing further information and scientific data gathered after completion of the 

2015 Plan Amendments, the Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) acknowledged in its not 

warranted decision that the impact of mining in GSG habitat rangewide was de minimus. 80 Fed. 

Reg. 59858, 59915 (Oct. 2, 2015).  The decision took into consideration the large number of 

federal, state, local and private conservation efforts, including those voluntarily taken by the 

mining industry.  Moreover, the FWS itself suggested that even if a withdrawal were to proceed, 

only approximately 11% of the SFAs should be considered for such a withdrawal.  SFA 16937. 

 There is no factual basis for the suggestion that eliminating the proposed withdrawal 

would change the outcome of the FWS’ determination on the not warranted decision.1  As the 

Service acknowledged in its comments on the draft EIS: 

At the time of the 2015 finding, there was little comprehensive 
information available about potential mineral development in 
important GRSG habitats and mineral potential appeared 
widespread (80 FR 59858). However, since that time, the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS) released the Sagebrush Mineral-
Resource Assessment, which evaluated the potential for deposit 
types that contain locatable minerals within the SF As proposed for 
withdrawal (Day et al. 2016). The mineral-resource potential report 
found that out of the nearly 10 million acres proposed for mineral 
withdrawal, 5.6% have high mineral potential and 5.3% have 
moderate mineral potential, of which only a portion are likely to 
actually be developed. This assessment of mineral potential as 
‘high’, ‘moderate’, and ‘low’, and ‘no’ mineral potential presents 

 
1 Even, assuming arguendo, FWS did believe the cancellation of the proposed withdrawal 
impacted its not warranted determination, that does not change that BLM’s decision to cancel 
was inappropriate or unlawful.  Instead, that separate agency, FWS, can take into account the 
most current facts relative to its own actions. BLM maintains its own authority and discretion for 
its decision making, such as on the proposed withdrawal.  Plaintiffs seem to suggest the BLM 
should unlawfully delegate its decision-making authority to FWS which would not be 
appropriate. 
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important new information about the threat of locatable mineral 
development that was not available at the time of the 2015 finding. 

SFA 16936-37. 

The draft EIS showed that mining would have a minimal impact on SFA lands with or 

without the withdrawal making the proposal unnecessary for the purpose of protecting GSG 

habitat. See, e.g., RANGEWIDE 71229–30.  

2. Existing Federal and State Laws Are Adequate to Protect GSG and Its 
Habitat. 

Both the draft EIS and the FWS acknowledged that there were significant protections of 

SFA habitat in place absent the mineral withdraw.  See, e.g., RANGEWIDE 429 (Even if no land 

were withdrawn, “mitigation of potential effects from exploration or development would 

continue under the applicable surface managing agency regulations.”) (emphasis added); 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 59916 (“The restrictions on leasable and salable mining in PHMA eliminate nearly all 

potential habitat loss associated with these activities.”).  Indeed, the FWS acknowledged that 

“[b]ased on what we know today, no mining activities are likely to result in loss of these 

important areas for conservation.”  80 Fed. Reg. at 59916. 

The draft EIS also discusses existing federal laws that apply to mineral exploration and 

development.  See RANGEWIDE 409–20, 464–71 (discussing in detail existing federal laws that 

apply to mining operations).  Under the Mining Law, a person has a statutory right to enter upon 

federal lands to explore and develop valuable mineral deposits. 30 U.S.C. § 22.  This statutory 

right is subject to: (1) the “unnecessary or undue degradation” standard in FLPMA, which is 

delineated in the BLM’s surface management regulations at 43 C.F.R. Part 3809; and (2) the 

Forest Service Organic Act and the Forest Service’s surface management regulations. See 43 

U.S.C. § 1732(b); 43 C.F.R. §§ 3809.401, 3809.415, 3809.420, 3809.5; 16 U.S.C. §§ 478, 551; 

36 C.F.R. §§ 228.1, 228.8. 
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State laws provide further protection to the GSG and its habitat. RANGEWIDE 471–79. 

The draft EIS discusses state laws because “the BLM and Forest Service require that those 

seeking to develop locatable mineral resources comply with all applicable federal, state, and 

local laws and regulations as a condition of maintaining an approved authorization.” Id. at 417 

(“[s]tate permitting processes play an important role in regulating mining operations and 

impacts”); id. (noting that counties and municipalities may have additional permitting 

requirements for mines).  Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming all have their 

own state laws applicable to mining operations.  See RANGEWIDE 417–20, 472–73 (Tables 2-

17 and 2-18). Moreover, as the draft EIS provides: 

[S]tate agencies often require more detailed and specific mine plans 
and mitigation measures for compliance with federal and state 
environmental laws, state mining laws, regulations, and guidance. 
Over time, state mining divisions act as repositories for best 
management practices and lessons learned over many years and 
different commodities; thus they are able to direct mine operators to 
make refinements in their activities that significantly improve 
environmental protection. 

Id. at 471. 

Additionally, the affected states have developed their own GSG conservation strategies. 

See Id. at 471–79.  Generally, these state GSG conservation strategies apply to and take into 

account activities and impacts on federal, state, and private lands.  Id.  As such, existing state 

laws add even more protection for GSG and its habitat across its range.  These existing state laws 

support the fact that GSG and its habitat are already adequately protected with or without the 

withdrawal.2 

 
2 The 2015 LUPAs could not have relied upon completion of the mineral withdrawal as a 
necessary component to adequate protection of the Greater Sage Grouse habitat given that the 
legal process mandated by FLPMA and NEPA had not been completed to support a withdrawal.  
Thus, Plaintiffs’ suggestion that the withdrawal was somehow the “policy” or necessary for 
protection of the species under the 2015 LUPA would constitute an unlawful pre-decisional 
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3. The Socio-Economic Impacts of the Proposed Withdrawal Are Starkly 
Disproportionate to any Conservation Benefits.  

In contrast to the minimal impacts locatable mining would have on SFA habitat, the 

mineral withdrawal would have drastically significant socio-economic impacts.  The evaluation 

of the proposed withdrawal in the draft EIS found that:  

Restrictions or closures individually and cumulatively may decrease 
development of mineral resources, and substantial mineral resources 
may be unavailable to the public if the proposed withdrawal is 
approved. There are areas of high, moderate, and low mineral 
resource potential in the proposed withdrawal area that the public, 
industries, and communities depend on and that may be unavailable 
if these areas are withdrawn from location and entry under the 
Mining Law.  

RANGEWIDE 669.  

These adverse effects could disproportionately fall on “minority populations, low income 

populations, or Indian tribes.” Id. at 423. The draft EIS further specified that “[t]he manner and 

degree of the proposed withdrawal could directly affect the economic activity in the area, 

particularly in smaller communities.” Id. at 669. Alternatively, the draft EIS stated that the No 

Action Alternative has “the potential new jobs associated with the projected mines under the No 

Action Alternative could lead to improvements in existing social conditions” in rural counties 

which “have experienced long periods of declining employment and population.” Id. at 363, 726. 

Overall, the adverse socioeconomic impacts of the proposed withdrawal were undeniably 

large across all of the six states.  For instance, the projected total annual economic output would 

be approximately $694 million less under the Proposed Action.  RANGEWIDE 723.  Under the 

Proposed Action, there would be l,705 fewer jobs, id., and approximately $117 million less in 

 
conclusion without the requisite facts or analysis to evaluate whether the withdrawal was 
justified or necessary. 
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annual labor earnings, id. at 724.  Additionally, there would be approximately $22 million less in 

tax revenues under the Proposed Action.  Id. at 725.  The adverse socioeconomic impacts of the 

Proposed Action are truly staggering with minimal conservation benefit compared to the No 

Action alternative. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs’ Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Phase One) 

should be denied and summary judgement should be entered in favor of Intervenor-Defendants 

and the Federal Defendants. 

Respectfully submitted this 21st day of August, 2020. 

By: /s/ Alison Hunter  
Alison Hunter (ISB # 8997) 
Laura Granier (Pro hac vice) 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
800 W. Main Street, Suite 1750 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, ID 83701-2527 
(208) 342-5000 
achunter@hollandhart.com 
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By: /s/ Brian Gregg Sheldon   

Brian Gregg Sheldon (ID No. 9262) 
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Telephone: (303) 292-2021 
brian@mslegal.org 
dmcdonald@mslegal.org 
 
Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants 
Petroleum Association of Wyoming and 
Western Stock Growers Association 
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